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Project Plan
My goal is to write a place-based novel.

This story will integrate the themes of the ELM

program as they relate to the Miami River Valley, my place in the world.
themes accessible to a broad audience.

It will make these

My objectives are to: produce a project that satisfies the

requirements for graduation, augment the research I have done for the ELM course
work to
make it applicable to the story, and use my creative writing talent to construct a working
prospectus for the manuscript.
To prepare the project I will: schedule research and writing time for myself, find a
writing group and collaborators to guide the unfolding of the story, and work with my
advisor to
prepare the project.

I began imagining the project in August 2003 and will work steadily toward

the project presentation in April 2004 for a May 2004 graduation.
The project will make specific use of the research and writing done for EL501, the
ecological autobiography, and EL 530 the ecological self. The rest of the course work and
bibliographic material for same will supply background to support the themes.

Joseph Amato’s

book Rethinking home: a case for writing local history will be my text. It supplies a myriad
of
suggestions for grounding a place in natural and cultural history.
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Personal Narrative

The project plan appears above edited slightly from the words
I wrote on October 16,
2003 in my journal containing thoughts on writing my project
.
creative writing is my dream.

Journaling is my practice;

I used the journal as a vehicle to carry me to the point of

launching the book that will be the outcome of this project.
I am not the kind of writer who “must write.” I am the kind
of writer who has to force
herself to put the thoughts on paper.

I have the skill, and the desire; yet, somehow I lack the

burning passion to put aside everything else to write.
a structure wherein I must begin.

Therefore, it is imperative for me to set up

ELM provided the inspiration and the project became the

structure by which I force myself to write about my passion which
is care for the Earth.
One reason for embarking upon ELM was to learn to better articul
ate the themes
incorporated in the course.

Although I had exposed myself to much of the same interdiscipl
inary

material through reading, informal education venues, and life experi
ence, and had successfully
applied it in my own life, I felt I lacked the ability to communicat
e my knowledge to the
uninitiated.

Through the course work, and writing the papers, I learned to synthe
size and

express the themes in writing. In particular, I learned more about the
evolution of human culture
in its relationship to the earth.
The overarching goal for my project is to communicate the essenc
e of what I learned to

an audience to “foster the development of a personal world view that integr
ates the individual
into life’s web.” (Project Assessment Tool) I considered two other
options for the project. One
was to create a web-site for activists in my immediate area containing
basic information needed
by grassroots activists, and providing a venue for connecting with others
doing the work.
other was to create a curriculum for the Grailville Garden Interns
hip program that would

The
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incorporate the historical and philosophical bases for living a sustainable lifestyle.
I rejected

both in favor of attempting to reach a wider audience through creative writing. One
of the
“learning outcomes for the M.A. in Earth Literacy is to communicate effectiv
ely the values and
concepts which are transformative through... expressions of the arts”(Project
assessment tool).
Writing is my art.

Below are excerpts from the journal I began on August 18, 2003 when it first occurred
to
me to choose creative writing for the project.
thinking as the story unfolded in my mind.

I include them to show what influenced my

I have cleaned them up a little for clarity, but have

left them essentially in personal journal form.

These excerpts give some sense of the intellectual

and psychological dilemmas I tussled with in launching my first attempt at creative
writing with
a specific goal.
Further on are the first few pages of the story I began writing in October 2003.

As I sat

down with the character of Jessie in my head, I had many ideas I wanted to convey,
but no clue
how to begin.

I just needed a word to get me started. At the time, my desk held the reference

books for the fall quarter. As my eye fell upon one of the titles the word “Hope”
(McKibben
1995)leaped out. I typed, Hope.... and the rest of the sentence followed without
hesitation.
“Hope wedged itself into the crack between uneasy dreams and full wakefulness,
as sunlight
wedged itself through the slits in the blinds forecasting the bright spring day into
which Jessie
would soon arise.” The story began.
Following this sample of the story is a plot outline identifying the characters and
organizing their stories into several sections congruent with the cultural eras we studied
in the
ELM courses. Sunwatch, a story of Fort Ancient people portrays human culture
in the Miami
Valley before the transition to large scale agriculture.

Christopher Manly and his family portray
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the story of settlement and the impacts of western civilization on tribal people. The
Miami-Erie
canal speeds Ohio’s transition from subsistence agriculture to a market economy
.

Mary

Catherine and Peter Shafor’s family carries this story. The industrial era is well
underway when
a pivotal natural disaster, the 1913 flood, strikes the Miami Valley.
the legacy of that flood at a place called Aullwood in the 1950s.

Young Marie experiences

Marie’s sense of place,

described in her journal, motivates her daughter Jessie’s transition to a new
era, the Ecozoic.
Developing the plot outline helped answer questions about the characters’ circums
tances
and motivations as well as their relationships to the place which are central to the
story.

In

reviewing the outline, Dr. Coakley made suggestions about how best to illustrat
e these for the
reader. For example, she recommended writing Jessie’s and Marie’s internal
monologues as
counterpoint to what they say aloud and what the narrator says about them.
The list of resources included in this project will help me enrich the text as it reveals
the
biological, historical and cultural influences that integrate Jessie and the other
characters into
their unique place, the Miami Valley of Ohio.

I used many of these books, articles and websites

in researching the papers I wrote for ELM 510, 520, and 530.

They will serve as starting points

for the more specific research required to support the story. Early in the process,
I found a text
called Rethinking Home: A case for writing local history by Joseph A. Amato who
describes,
and gives detailed examples of how to illuminate a place in writing.

I used the MLA handbook

to provide a consistent format for the entries, but since there are few citations in
this paper, I
have simply listed them as potential TESOurces.

Academic resources alone are insufficient to inspire the images necessary to tell the story
of a place. For that reason, I have contacted several institutions that can help me recreate
the

sensory experiences of people who lived in the Miami Valley in previous eras.
At Aullwood
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Audubon Center for example, I am surrounded by landscape (a small portion to be sure) that still
supports the biota that were there a century ago.

Sunwatch Village, an archeological

reconstruction of a Fort Ancient culture village beside the Great Miami River at Dayton, Ohio,
is
the closest I, and Jessie, can come to what life was like in the Miami Valley before European
culture began leaving its imprint.

These, and other sites like the Preble County Historical

Society site and specialty libraries like the Lloyd Botanical Library hold much to inspire the
creation of a story of this place.

They are listed in the resource section.

In addition, I will call

upon a myriad of my own sensory experiences over a lifetime of communion with the place that
has been home to my ancestors for six generations.
On the recommendation of my advisor, Dr. Jean Coakley, I read large sections of a book
by Edward Rutherford called The Forest. (2002) This novel tells the story of the New Forest in
England from Medieval times to the present.

Structured as I plan to structure the story of the

Miami Valley, The Forest narrates forest dwellers’ stories at different historical periods, tying
them together with connections that persist through generations.

This example of place-based

fiction examines the relationship of humans to the forest through the cultural eras. It graphically
exposes the changes humans impose on the forest and shows how the ecosystem responds.

I

believe this example will help me keep the point of view of the Miami Valley ecosystem at the
fore.
I cannot finish this narrative without mentioning some of those who have inspired me to

even attempt the novel. George Crout was my children’s fourth grade Ohio History teacher. As
the school’s principal, he taught all the Ohio history classes because he was so immersed in it
himself.

He told me once, when I embarked on a previous project, how futile it was to write

local history since no one wants to publish it. Yet, I recently checked the Middletown Historical
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Society’s website, and found Mr. Crout’s Masters Thesis (1941) containing a wealth of support
for the canal story that was previously just a glimmer in my mind.
My advisor, Dr. Jean Coakley, has been a mentor to me since 1988 when I took her

technical writing courses at Miami University.

She listens carefully, asks the right questions,

and offers targeted suggestions for a course of action.

She has been unfailingly enthusiastic and

supportive through several of my writing projects, whether or not they were productive.
Perhaps the most important influence has been my own mystical connection to the place.
This subliminal attachment is a mystery even to me.

On the surface, I am a pragmatist.

traveled to most of the bioregions in this country and loved many of them.

I have

I am divested of

economic and family attachments that could keep me tied here. Free to put down roots
anywhere I’d like, I still search the Miami Valleys for the conditions of community that will suit
my lifestyle.

I am committed to further years immersing myself in the history of this place by

trying to translate its essential story for others.
The ELM program challenges the student to foster a world view that integrates one into

life’s web. Of the many ways to do this work, I am inspired by the ‘reader’ to do it through
story. As a reader myself, I recognize truth when I see it in a novel.

I believe I can elucidate my

own mystical connection to this place through the lives of the characters in the story so that
readers will recognize their own place in the web of life.
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Journal
August 18, 2003
Here are thoughts I've written in my journal during the past two weeks that
[ve been
thinking about writing the story for ELM.

I'll let this Journal be the beginning of the project.

How to find the story and build the ecology into it? There doesn’t seem to be 2
strong theme
for Ohio, or the Miami Valley that calls to me like the hog farming did in the Texas
panhandle for

Annie Proulx, or the coyotes did for Barbara Kingsolver in Prodigal Summer.
The 1950s - a time | know about - right before or as the place is beginning to
transform... How about highways as a theme? A highway as a threat to a farm?
Do we see the
transformation or just stay in the chosen era? Is it a generation thing?
I asked for a character in a dream and got Jessie the Grailville intern whom | don’t
particularly like... Jessie is the person | dreamed about, along with Teresa
as a girl scout.

A

complicated story in which | explain that girls are becoming less and less interest
ed in doing
things on their own while they want their entertainment made by the consume
r society.
Next day writing after dream: So, maybe | have a theme.

[| try a few more dreams but | did

get that excited feeling when | wrote down the thing about girls not being creative
on their own.
The character could be one whose creative side is apparent in contrast
to her friends.

a good example of that with her horn playing and contour drawing.

Jessie is

Also needing lots of space

for her inner life and to relate to the world,
A later free write: The story should grow out of place and I'm having trouble getting
the strong
attachment to place that Muir, for example, felt for the mountains.

And yet here | am.

What

keeps me? What keeps Mike? Who burrows into a new place and how do they decide
to stay?
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Some events that may work into the story.

Also an analogy to develop.

I. The stunning realization as a teenager of how stupid it is to smoke cigarettes and the

unshakable confidence that | was right could be extrapolated to apply to other incidents
related to place, environment.

It fits the character.

2. The discovery of the fallen body of the Sycamore is powerful.
3. The realization that one’s feelings for the place and the earth/ beings is not shared by all
could be put into an incident.

4. Some kind of mystical communication with another species would work - heron, dragonfly,
may fly come to mind.... mind seems to be by the river.
5. Who might be a mentor? Or does she have to do it on her own?
August 29, 2003
Spent three hours working alone at Greenfield today... weeding Hosta in row A. So had
some time to get into the ideas.
place based story.

Take all the stuff I've written for this course and work it into a

The girl's name is Jessie... she is contemporary, a young teen girl. The

reason a youngster is because she needs time to contemplate, incorporate experiences
uncomplicated by earning a living.

Of course, any other dependent could do it too.. An retired

peréon, a housewife, a college student, a homeless person, a writer, a scholar, an out of work
technology person who has fallen on hard times which could make several points about

economics...

Consider this for a character.

It could be a layered story, occurring at several times in the same place.
big Sycamore are obvious characters.

The river and a

Adena is a name for a character based on Marcy.

I'm

going to visit Sunwatch to find out what relics might be found that could introduce that culture

10
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into the story.

Sycamore... the town Sycamore, the Sycamore in the park felled one summer,

the big Sycamores that were found when Christopher Gist came by. River... the big flood,
the
conservancy dams that then make parks for someone to visit, the flood plain where
the Adena

people built their village, the pollution of the 1950s, the Great Muddy....

Deer swimming the

river, mayflies, dragonflies, Great Blue Heron.
Feople to model characters on: Mother, born during the flood, Jessie and Jessica
creative,
empathetic, knows her own mind, Hannah H. spending time in the Audubon center
in the 1950s
learning to be a writer and artist, Me, river rat.

Time periods: pre-historic, settlers, 1913 for the flood and the inventors, 1950s for Hannah
and
the beginning of the freeways.
Who will tell the story?

Find out when I75 came through.

Series of vignettes must be connected somehow... will it be through

something mystical, or time travel, or a physical record found? The physical record could be
letters, a journal, archeological finds, or could be told by a wise one.

And why is it going to be

important that one person end up with this knowledge? What knowledge?

The wisdom of the

river, the place.

All of the characters | mentioned above are on the fringe of mainstream society.

They

have to find each other in order to create their tribe. Can you form a tribe from the fringes?
Can place be the binding factor? | suppose it is to a degree among Indians.

But the members

all have to see the mystical connection to place in order to get past the horrors that have been
perpetrated on the physical place.

Digging down, to find the reality of the place under what has

been imposed...
The pavement the concrete, the plastics, the chemicals injected even into the
underground veins.
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March 9, 2004
The visit to Aullwood Audubon Center provided some structure that kept me connected

to the project through Mother's illness and death.

Now | can record it. | went to Aullwood on 2

lovely Sunday late in December and walked and wrote. Also became a member and asked about
archival material that | could use. Returned in February and talked briefly with Charity
Kreuger,

the director who gave me a copy of A Place Called Aullwood and suggested | begin there
and
come back to her with questions.

The following week, Wendi Crabill was in my car, saw Charity’s

card and allowed as how she had spent her teen years running around Aullwood, volunteer
ing
there.

Soooo, an excellent resource for stories.

March 15
In Jessie's story, the change is internal, and evolutionary.
EVOLUTIONARY CHANGE that will be demonstrated.

Oh, my.

There is one theme

As the place evolves so do the people.

And now conditions are evolving rapidly, pushed by the changes humans are inflicting on earth.
Here is a problem: my image of Jessie is that she is already quite formed into the young
environmentalist.

So, there is no change in her character planned.

Ive got to back up.

her character in such a way that she is radically changed by her mother's death.
entered a world that she then realizes has killed her mother.

Create

She has

Or maybe the dad does the blame

game and goes into a deep depression that leaves her alone in her misery and she ends
up

having to make a choice between some enticing, insidious way of life, and what Adena is
offering...

Once she makes that CHOICE | can get on with the story.

March 22
| have actually been contemplating some kind of political scandal, or something in which

12
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one of the characters could become involved that would allow
him/her to do some sleuthing.

Maybe the Mike character could get into that, and then when he and
Jessie cross paths, they
would find the resolution together.

Jessie could find him through a website where she is trying

to find answers to the toxic problem that plagues her area.
moral indignation.

| want the book to attract an audience.

So Mike carries the politics and the
And for that there must be drama,

tension and the characters must change.

April 2, 2004
More characters: | think that is the only way to liven up the story,
sort of like Annie

Dillard's The Living.

There were a myriad of characters in each section so | wouldnt have to

have Jessie hanging around learning something all the time which
could get deadly.
can have a story, Mike can have a story.

So, Adena

There can be stories within the Hopewell Indian culture.

And a flood story with other characters, and a great forest story that includes
the Sycamore.
How about a fish story? There has to be an agriculture story which can be connect
ed with

from ELM that | will use? How to bring in the spiritual?
April 3,
What do | want to do with the story? | want to engage the reader's emotion
s to raise their
awareness of the nature of their home place.

That's enough, because awareness is the first

step... | mustn't push the next step because that's when it will become Just
a vehicle for my
agenda, and people will stop reading.

May 1, 2004
The night before my project presentation, | still didn’t know exactly what
| was going to say, and

13
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in what order, though | felt | had done enough to report on. But
| knew I'd have to at least make

a list so that it wouldn't seem totally disorganized and so |
wouldn't forget something
important in the heat of the moment.

So after not having written anything or thought of anythin
g useful for weeks, | went out and lay

on the grass in my triangle of friendly trees at the north end of
the walking bridge.

| listened to

the birds, watched the sky change as the sun went down,
and absorbed the peace and quiet.

When | finally sat up, here's what | wrote:
1.

Gifts and talents: reason for choosing to do book instead of other
options

2.

Inspiration: grandchildren (show photos) and ancestors, authors
Ann Hagedorn, Alan
Eckert, James Mitchener, the land.
Audience: still fluctuating between youth and adult
Let them read project plan
Have done: connected with advisor, found writing group, wrote first pages,
kept journal of
process

Found places for research

Process: dream of character, journaling, vacillating between project &
book
Read the first pages, ask for feedback: specifically impressions you
get, questions that
are raised, ideas foreshadowed
HELF! What is appropriate to include in the published project?
Mary Lou reassured me (again) that the bound version of the project
need not be long
or involved. | can use an edited version of this process journal in it.
| think the project
description will serve as an abstract.

Just today I'm thinking that a thorough bibliography

would be appropriate, showing where | find the kinds of details that
will enrich the story.
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Feedback : When | presented the material listed above in detail | explained about my forbears in

the place.

The feedback assumed a generational story, heavy on the mother daughter

relationship.

Suggestion that they have a common ground in nature, that the teen daughter

and menopausal mother have hormonal changes of opposite nature in common.

The mother's

musings can give an historically accurate portrayal of (her portion of) the story that the
daughter is trying to piece together when her mother dies.

Think of the project as the teacher's

guide to the book... could be a good way to organize the project ELM themes Cultural, Historical,

Geological, Spiritual.
Thoughts while driving home: Develop each character's relationship with the place and that will
unify and solve the problem of agenda oriented writing.

Will also need to find characters to

carry forward the side of the story that | am not so fond of. | hadnt even thought of the
Shakers, but what a cultural anachronism

simple, but technologically oriented... and right

here between the rivers.

May 2, 2004

After starting to make up character profiles, and relationships | realize that this story
is generational, thru females who have lived in the Miami Valleys.

A matriarchal line but not a

blood line, a generational line connected through the mother, Earth. And the bad guys are the
men. Uh oh.... Because in every case after the Ft. Ancient culture, the men are the ones with the
power to disrupt.

So, what is the women's culpability? And how do the survivors evince their

power?
The other piece | remembered from an a-hal | got at SMWC is that I'm telling the story
of human cultural evolution telescoped into about 800 years if you include the Sunwatch
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people, and just over 200 years for the industrial and commercial, and on (hopefully) into the
ecozoic.

So that is the short course in how it expresses the ELM themes.

Human cultural

evolution through the eras... hunter-gatherer, agricultural, industrial (including industrial ag)
commercial, ecozoic.... 'm mixing metaphors here...

The return to the feminine can carry the

story, but can’t be the metaphor because everyone has to relate to it.
So while I'm at it, | should occasionally give some thought to what metaphor can develop for the

ecoregion.

Maybe it will develop out of the story.
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The Story
Hope wedged itself into the crack between uneasy dreams and full wakefulness, as
sunlight wedged itself through the slits in the blinds forecasting the bright spring day into which
Jessie would soon arise.

She lay a few minutes with her eyes closed, letting go of the dreams

that tried each night to convince her her mother would soon be gone.

Each morning, the

peaceful stillness in the house, blessed by the songs of familiar birds greeting the day and
scrabbling at the feeders in the yard, allowed her to clothe herself again in the garment of hope.
Once sufficiently convinced she could treat this as a normal day and no tragedy would
happen, Jessie leaped up quickly and headed for the shower in the adjoining bathroom of which
she was now the sole user.

Being the only child left at home bequeathed certain luxuries but

was sometimes lonely and, now that her mother was so ill it sometimes felt like a great burden.
Jessie cared matter-of-factly for her tall, slender, somewhat boyish body and curly, wash
‘n’ wear hair, and dressed for school in jeans and a lightweight green sweater that set off her
hazel-green eyes.

She gathered up her books from the desk in her room, stuffed them into her

backpack, and toted it and her saxophone case downstairs in the still dim house to the empty
kitchen.
Sitting at the table in the windowed alcove overlooking the small secluded backyard,
Jessie munched a granola bar and drank a glass of juice while watching the birds in their
morning scramble.
upstairs bedroom.

Her mother would spend much of the day watching this same scene from her
Recognizing the audacious Chickadees and House Finches that flocked the

feeders bumping each other for position while scattering seed to the ground where Cardinals

serenely selected their morsels gave them both comfort
Checking the clock, Jessie slipped quietly back upstairs and tapped very gently at her
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Mother’s door before pushing it open wide enough to see if she was sleeping.

When her quiet

rhythmic breathing indicated she was, Jessie blew her a kiss without entering and returned

downstairs looking for her marching band windbreaker. Finding it draped on a chair in the
family room, she scribbled a note telling her dad when she’d be home and left it on the kitchen
table. In the mornings when her mother slept best, it wasn’t fair to waken him from the little
sleep he got in the room next to the master that still contained her brother’s high school
memorabilia.

He would get up and go to the office for a few hours when the nurse came.

Peggy’s eyelids fluttered when she heard the front door thump and she murmured, “Have
a good day, Jessie.”

She listened until she heard the familiar grinding of the school bus’ gears as

it pulled away from the corner and labored up the hill, then drifted back to sleep. Peggy’s
dreams were uneasy too. Often she woke worrying about the impact her illness and impending
death would have on her family.

She was the only one who yet acknowledged she would not

survive this bout with the cancer that had taken her by surprise in mid-life.
When she was diagnosed at fifty two, Peggy had buckled down to defeat the disease.
She’d always been healthy, and she considered herself a survivor.

Now, three years later, the

cancer along with biopsies, surgeries, repeated bouts of chemo-therapy, pain medication, side
effects, special diets, IV’s, nutrition supplements, had taken their toll. After three years of
fighting illness she was ready to let nature take its course.

These days, she simply tried to

cherish what was within the reach of her senses and her memory.

Soon enough, she too would

be a memory, and she wanted Jessie and the rest of her family to have the kinds of memories she
treasured from her own youth.
She woke again to the sound of her husband bumping and whistling in the shower.

She

smiled hearing him, stirred a bit testing what parts she could move, and tried to straighten the
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colorful turban that wrapped her bare head as much for warmth as for style. She rolled to her
side and reached toward the bedside table for the glass of water with the bent straw so she
could

at least swish out her mouth before Ray came in to help her ®det up.”
When

he came to her bedside, fresh, damp and towel-wrapped from the shower, it was as

close as they came to being sexual with each other.

She loved the smell of him as he leaned

close so she could stroke his skin and ruffle his hair. He kissed her eyelids, her ears, her
face
and lips lightly.

Sometimes she would roll on her side so he could rub her back with some

lotion, but her emaciated body wouldn’t tolerate or appreciate much other handling.
After Ray dressed he went downstairs to get them something to eat, bringing it to her
bedside.

“Tea m’ lady?” he questioned, putting on his butler act.

for the coffee she loved that now turned her stomach.

She grumpily agreed, longing

He operated the control on her hospital

bed, positioning her so she could manage the teacup and reach the toast he’d prepared for
her.
This was mostly ritual food so it seemed like they were eating together.

The nurse would bring

up her supplemental food later. His plate contained hastily scrambled ‘egg-beaters’ with
toast
and half a grapefruit. He waited till he left the house to get his morning coffee so she wouldn’t
have to smell it.
The hospice people are good at thelr job, Peggy thought as Heather, her regular helper,
went back downstairs taking the tray of what passed for her food now that she couldn’t
swallow
well. Though she occasionally rejected suggestions they made or spoke harshly about certain
aspects of her care, she knew in her heart they understood their task: to take the burden
of her

personal care from her family, and to ease her exit from this life.
The old-fashioned chaise lounge Peggy had insisted on keeping when they redecorated
their bedroom five years ago now came in handy.

Peggy had Heather tuck her up on it each day

19
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after she “bathed.” There she spent the next few hours alternately watching the birds at the
backyard feeders and drowsing from the effects of the morphine pump Dr. K had installed below

her collarbone on her last visit. The bird chorus from the yard accompanied the reveries of her
youthful forays into the Aullwood Audubon preserve that began when she was Jessie’s age.

She

had insisted that Ray drive the three of them there during one of her brief remissions a couple of

years ago.
The place called Aullwood, once they got past the parking lot, changed at the pace of the
natural world instead of the frenetic pace of changes in their own surroundings.

She’d

introduced Jessie and Ray to the Sycamore that had stood by the creek for 250 years in what
became Marie Aull’s garden.

Glacial erratics, boulders that ori ginated in Canada and were left

behind by glaciers after the last ice age, told them stories from even earlier times.

She hoped the

visit would be among Jessie’s cherished memories.
Peggy picked up a diary from among the messy stack on the wide windowsill.

This one,

a largish unlined notebook started in 1958, held not only her 15 year old thoughts and feelings,
but her descriptions and drawings of the wildlife at Aullwood, her special place.

She turned a

few pages until her eyelids became heavy; the book dropped open on her lap and she rubbed her
hands over the page as though she could read it by touch.
We spent about three hours laying on our backs telling goofy stories, and laughing like
hyenas. A big daddy-long-legs crawled on Connie and she screamed bloody murder and flung
it
on me. I just got up and walked away a little and dropped it back in the brush.

Wendy wants to

sleep over out there. I don’t think Connie could hack it..... too scared of every little bug and
noise, but I'm going to try and get mom to let me. It will be cool, especially if we pick a full
moon night. 1 think there's one coming up before school starts.
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The overnight was by far the coolest thing we did all summer.

We didn’t get to go on the

Sull moon because they didn’t think we should do it on a weekend and that’s when it was full.
But we stayed on the Thursday before when it was the waxing gibbous..... I think that is such a
hilarious name for a phase of the moon.

I kept watching the moon the nights before we went.

1

never noticed before that when it’s half, it’s really half. There’s a straight line down one side,
just the way they draw it on the calendar.

Anyhow, it was very clear, and pretty light on our

night. It’s amazing how much cooler it is when you are out in the woods.

It’s been miserably

hot and humid for the past couple of weeks, so I thought we'd roast. Anyhow, Wen and me took
our air mattresses so we could float on them in the pond to cool off in the evening, and then
sleep on them.

Mr. Aull actually built this one pond to swim in. . .

spring that the water comes out of is just on the next farm.
wasn’t frozen

Brrrrr.

it’s very cold because the

They say he swam every day that it

But it felt good and we stayed in a long time. Nobody was there but

Mrs. Aull, messing around in her garden.
get to know the place at night.

She said she was glad to let some of her best helpers

We offered to help her weed or whatever, but she said to just

enjoy ourselves.
It’s starting to get dark earlier already, so we decided to look for the right place to sleep
after we got out of the pond and got dressed (not that we were going to sleep right then) Wendy
and I have been all over Aullwood a million times, but deciding to where to sleep out is a whole
different story. Every place we looked at we had to lay down and try out.... After awhile we
were just making up every different excuse we could think of why the place wasn’t right... too
rocky, too wet, too many bugs, couldn't see the stars, creek too loud, moon shining in our eyes,
right on a deer trail might get stepped on, cicadas making too much noise, too hilly might roll
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into the creek....

Well, we finally started walking back to get our stuff from by the pond without deciding
anything.
Sycamore.

The sun had gone down, but there was still light on the top branches of the big
When we stopped goofing about where to sleep, it seemed reeeally quiet.

started hearing the Screech Owl.

Whoo Whoo wo whoo.

Then we

I can’t write it, but I'll never forget it.

Over and over again.... I looked up a picture of Screech Owl in a field guide the next day. It’s
tiny.... about eight inches tall.
woods.

You definitely imagine it bigger when you hear it in the dark

Anyway, when we got back to the pond, Mrs. Aull was still out. She said she always

likes to stay out until after sunset when the owl started its call. She knows where its tree is, but
didn’t want to walk over across the creek just then to show us. She said good night and left us to
decide where to sleep in the dark.
We sort of decided we wanted to be where we could see the moon come up and hear the
owl, so we lugged our mattresses and stuff across the creek and up the hill to the edge of a
clearing that we knew of. We could hear the owl in back of us as we faced east across a field
that they are talking about turning back into a prairie.

It seemed right, and we flopped down on

our mattresses.

Peggy drifted back into consciousness, the call of the Screech Owl receding from her
awareness as pain overtook her from behind.

It always felt like a drill entering just to the right

of her spine between her shoulder blades. None of the doctors could tell her why it focused
there. She had grown used to the low-grade, all over pain, but this drill that just kept returning
was wearing her down.

Heather would notice soon enough because Peggy’s breathing would

become quicker and shallower, and she would unconsciously grimace though she had never yet
moaned or called out in pain.
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“T heard the owl calling,” Peggy murmured.

Sitting alone in the breakfast nook, Jessie stared out the window at the empty bird feeder,
not seeing the occasional Chickadee that picked through the hulls. Mindlessly, she picked at the
plate of food in front of her eating little or nothing of the casserole some well-meaning neighbor
had brought.
nurse.

Upstairs she could hear her father’s murmuring conversation with the Hospice

Soon her brother and sister-in-law would return from somewhere they’d deemed it

important to go, and she would be expected to carry on a normal conversation of some kind.

It

was hard to do through the smog that enveloped her mind when she could no longer detect any
vital response from her mother.
Just 24 hours ago the priest had come to administer last rites and Jessie had stood with
her father next to the bed, the two of them holding Peggy’s hand.
she would request last rites when she hardly ever went to mass.

Jessie thought, How odd that
I wonder if she did, or if it was

all Dad’s idea. But her mother somehow indicated to Father Mc Neil that she was grateful for
the blessing.
While her father accompanied the priest downstairs, Jessie had a few minutes alone with
her mother; the last time they would communicate.
and I'm going to miss you terribly.

She whispered close, “Mother, I love you,

I wish you didn’t have to die.” while her heart cried in

agony, Mommy, what am I going to do without you?

A slight smile passed over Peggy’s face,

and she brought Jessie’s hand to her lips. “You’ll do fine,” her eyes seemed to say.

Her Dad slipped back into the room and stood with his arm around Jessie as they
watched Peggy drift into what looked like normal sleep. Jessie turned into her father’s arms,
cried quietly for a few minutes, then withdrew sniffling, telling him,

“I’m OK, you stay here
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with her.” Down the hall, in her room she lay face up on her bed and let the mind smog envelop
her as the tears ran down the sides of her face.

The weather was remarkably decent for late November.

It was too cold to rain, but the

ground wasn’t frozen yet so the burial would be reasonably easy. Her mother’s friends, those

who hadn’t faltered in three years of supporting Peggy through radiation sickness, and various
other ravages of the disease, tried to help. Adair came to help Ray choose clothing to put on
her
body.

Marta and Phyliss came to the house and cleaned, asking Ray in gentle voices what he

wanted touched in Peggy’s room.

Others came and went, speaking in hushed tones, offering

hugs and leaving an endless succession of casseroles and deserts with name and address stickers
taped on the dishes.
Jessie’s sister-in-law, Carolyn, held sway in the kitchen, offering food to anyone who
came and tidying up after they ate. Six month old baby Jed’s niche was the breakfast nook,
where he lounged in his ‘chair’ watching the birds and bestowing radiant, toothless smiles
on
everyone who talked to him. The most fun activity was watching him fed baby food carrots,
or if
you were lucky, feeding him. Now and then Carolyn would take him to the den to nurse, and
then nap in his pack-n-play crib.
Jessie was spooning in the carrots, poking in every spoonful three times before it all went
down, when her brother came in and sat watching.

“Looks like you’re both getting the hang of

it,” he chuckled, “you have to hold your mouth just right t00.” Jed turned his head toward
his
father’s voice causing the next spoonful to miss its mark and precipitating giggles all around.

As

the smiles faded to concentration, Mark asked, “How’re you doin’ Jess?”
Tears pooled in her eyes, but didn’t spill over.

“IL...

I'm... going to be so lonely with her gone.”
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Neither of them knew what more to say, and Jessie just kept on spooning
in the carrots.
At the wake, everyone hugged Jessie and said how well she was doing, that
her mother
would be proud of her etc, etc. She smiled weakly and nodded back through
the smog.

Then, at

the funeral service Jessie’s mind seemed to clear, and she could respond
to those she
encountered in their shared grief.

She heard herself saying things like, “I’m so glad that Mother

could stay at home until the end.” “That’s the way she wanted it, to be with
us, and not die with
strangers around her.” “Yes, she died peacefully, without suffering.” Dad
had asked if she
wanted to participate in the service, do a reading or say something about her
mother, but she
didn’t think she could.

Mark read the epistle from the mass for the dead.

At the end of the service her father went to the lectern.
couldn’t recall seeing before, his gauntness was apparent.

Wearing a dark suit Jessie

His demeanor was controlled as he

thanked everyone for their kindnesses to Peggy and their help throughout her last days.

Jessie

wondered where he had locked away the feelings of love and anger that he surely
must feel:

|

then she realized she knew...
In the days following the funeral, the rage was already burning inside Jessie as
she took

long walks with her thoughts. No pain due to constant doses of morphine is not the same
as no
What about our suffering, mine and Dad’s?
doing and stay indoors, in bed, for God's sake.

She had to give up everything she loved

She did everything right, and she got cancer

anyway.
Going back to school a week later was no help. Her friends looked at her with hollow
eyes, their struggle to decide what to say apparent to Jessie.

She began heading off their

stumbling attempts, “It’s OK to just talk about school, or guys or whatever in front
of me.

I

don’t want to talk about it anymore than you do.” But when Jessie joined a group
in the hall or
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at lunch break in the conservation was a persistent reminder that cut both ways.

I hate being the

I can’t even ask a teacher for a homework
assignment without getting “Oh, I’m so sorry. If there’s anything I can do.... If you need more
time” I've got nothing but time.... and what am I going to do with it if everybody thinks I’m too
fragile to do homework or have a normal conversation.... Dad’s going to work everyday like it’s
normal and I suppose Mark is too.... Carolyn has Jed to think about.
do?

What am I supposed to
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The place-based novel will embody the themes of human cultural evolution as they relate
to the Miami River Valley, the author’s place in the world, and make these themes accessible to
a broad audience by considering this eco-region through the characters’ diverse world views.
Characters developed from the energetically rich transition periods between the cultural eras will
provide plenty of opportunity for action.

The Miami Valley offers a microcosm of cultural

evolution, including specific examples from each cultural era.
The eras are:
hunter gatherer/subsistence agriculture:
pioneer/settlers era:

Sunwatch village1200s

based on subsistence agriculture, influenced by capitalism 1700s

transition to industrialism: the story of the hog farmers and canal diggers 1800s
corporate growth:
ecozooic transition:

the flood story and the sprawl story, 1900s
Jessie’s story of awakening to the dangers of corporate growth and

to the possibilities of further evolution of human culture 2000
In each era, characters view their home places as the sources of their livelihood.

The

story will compare and contrast the ways people in various eras behaved in relation to these
sources and the resultant impacts upon these home places.
To make these themes accessible to a broad audience, the characters will tell stories

drawn from the applicable themes and based on the natural and cultural history of the relevant
place.

Each story will develop from a woman’s point of view.

As they unfold, their historical

context will raise the reader’s awareness of how human culture impacts the earth.
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Plot Outline

Contemporary times
A.

Themes

Toxins moving up the food chain to humans grabs attention
Corporate economic growth provides rationale for suppressing concerns
about degradation of the environment
Historical context and relationship to nature helps build support for
changing world view
Characters

Jessie, a teenage girl whose mother is ill with cancer at the beginning of
the story, subsequently dies creating conflict within herself and between
Jessie and her father
Marie, Jessie’s mother who has been stricken with cancer at mid-life after
having been a healthy, active woman with a lifelong interest in nature and
writing

Ray, Jessie’s father who grieves over his beloved wife’s death while
exhibiting denial and anger at Jessie’s growing conviction there was an
environmental cause for her mother’s cancer
Adena, a woman of about 40 years who owns a local health food store.
Her native American background influences her world-view.

She meets

Jessie through an environmental activist network
Mike, a loner activist whose web-site brings Adena and Jessie together.
Jessie’s friends, as yet unnamed, who provide foils for her growing
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involvement in environmental concerns and love of nature
Action
L

Introduction of primary characters

2

Explore Jessie’s relationship with Marie, and how Marie’s life has

influenced her daughter’s world-view
Marie’s death
Jessie’s interactions with friends help ‘set-up’ the change in her life’s path
Conflicting emotions within Jessie and Ray lead to conflicts between
them
Jessie searches for where to place blame for her mother’s death
Blaming environmental factors that are created by the steel mill
where Ray works leads to conflict between Jessie and her father
Searching out environmental factors brings Jessie into contact with Mike
and Adena

Adena provides a mentor or Mother figure for Jessie as well as helping her

explore her ‘place’ and connects with the Sunwatch story

1

1200-1250 Sunwatch village
A.

Themes
I.

Impact of tribal people on their environment

2.

Native people’s dependence on knowledge of ecology for survival

3

Importance of ritual and spiritual practices to native communities

Characters
i.

Young married village woman finds she will bear a child
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Old village medicine woman
3.

The young woman’s husband, hunter

4.

The village family

Action

1

The woman’s pregnancy and birth highlight the potential trials faced by
native tribal people living close to the land. Her daily activities and those
of the village residents show the subsistence activities required to support
a family in the Miami valley in the pre-historic era
The medicine woman, who inhabits the women’s lodge, supports the
pregnant woman, and demonstrates the use of medicinal plants in the
culture.

As an important village member, her death is crucial to the

decision about when to move the village.
The husband’s forays into the primeval forest with his comrades allow
opportunity to show how the land provided.

Hunting activities allow

exploration of the pre-contact ecosystem of the Miami Valley
Archeological evidence shows that Sunwatch village partially burned
prior to its abandonment after approximately 50 years of habitation.

The

story of the fire and subsequent exodus from the village is told from the
point of view of the characters
II.

The Pioneer era
A.

Themes
L

Impacts of “scientific” western world-view on wilderness and indigenous
people
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Characters
iL

Christopher Manly, Revolutionary war veteran who has claimed his
allotment in the Northwest Territory on the eastern bank of the Great
Miami River
Rebecca Manly who has come to the territory bringing the two children
born in their former home in Virginia

3.
C.

Their children, eventually nine, six of whom survive to adulthood.

Action
1.

Christopher Manly makes an exploratory visit to the territory prompted by
Christopher Gist’s stories.

Gist is a historical character whose journals

describe the landscape of the Miami Valley in 1750 when the Ohio Land
Company commissioned him to explore the Indian country north of the
Ohio River.
Manly returns to Virginia and persuades Rebecca that their destiny lies in
the Ohio Territory
The family makes its way, overland and by flatboat, to Ft. Washington, the
spot on the shores of the Miami where Daniel Doty has platted the village
of Middletown.
Rebecca’s letters to her sister in Virginia describe the hardships and
satisfactions of rearing a family in the territories and her children’s
involvement in the statehood process of Ohio

IV.

Western style subsistence agriculture to Industrialism, 1800's
A.

Themes
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Political, economic and religious themes abound as diversity grows and
new people fill new niches in society
Characters
1.

Mary Catherine, Irish Catholic immigrant woman, sister of Patrick and
Michael, who marries meat-packer/hog farmer descendant of Middletown
pioneer family
Patrick and Michael, carousing younger brothers who come to work on the
Miami Erie canal being built in the 1830s
Peter Shafor, well-to-do widower with two young children who marries

Mary Catherine
Action
1.

The groundbreaking for the lower leg of the Miami Erie canal taking
place in Middletown begins chapter, and the story climaxes when the first
boats carry goods from Dayton to Cincinnati
Michael and Patrick experience various hardships each day working on
the canal under the supervision of the crew boss and meet the underworld
each night in the taverns.
Mary Catherine tries valiantly to maintain her Catholic faith despite her
hard life, running the household for her brothers and taking in laundry to
offset the money they drink up.
Mary Catherine is tapped by Peter Shafor to care for his children when he
is left a widower.

Their relationship grows into a romance and eventual

marriage. He is strongly anti-Catholic,

giving opportunities to explore the
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growth and impact of religion in the Miami Valley
Meanwhile, Peter runs a meat packing company that grows exponentially
when the canal is finished.
V.

The 1900s - industrialism to corporatism
A.

Themes
i

The increasing rate of cultural evolution

2.

The increasing rate of environmental destruction

Characters
}.

Leroy and Gertrude, a young couple, living in Dayton in 1913.

Leroy is an

engineer, Gertrude is home with a young child.
John and Marie Aull, a historically prominent couple living in Dayton.
John, a wealthy industrialist builds a weekend home on land outside the
city for his young wife Marie.

After John’s death, Marie establishes the

Aullwood Audubon center on the land.
3
C.

Peggy, Jessie’s mother, as a young woman, volunteers at Aullwood

Action
E,

The flood drives Leroy and Gertrude from their home along with all in
their neighborhood.
Leroy joins the rescue workers helping evacuate others from their homes
while Gertrude works in the shelter. A neighbor loses a child to the flood.
In the aftermath, Leroy gets a job with the Miami Conservancy district
building dams.

He meets John Aull, a civic minded industrialist who

plays a part in establishing the Conservancy district.
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Young Peggy is drawn into a relationship with nature when she discovers
a place called Aullwood which has been the home of Marie Aull since
1922,

Young Peggy is present when Aullwood’s director stands in front of the
bulldozers until a court order to protect the trees is acquired.
In addition to the main stories outlined above, minor characters’ stories may be told. For
example, in the 1900's German Baptists living in Preble County held out against industrial
farming until very recently.

Because they are geographically near Aullwood, characters from

that community may be introduced into young Peggy’s story to enhance the tension between
industrial and sustainable farming.

The Shakers in Warren County bred Poland China hogs, a

breed that became famous during the meat packing days in Middletown.

Characters from the

Shaker community may interact with Peter Shafor during the Canal days introducing yet another
religious perspective.

During the pioneer days, the Miami tribe was forced to leave the area.

Still, some Native Americans stayed, and intermarried with the settlers. A contemporary of
Christopher Manly may marry a native, providing the genealogical connection to Adena who has
native blood.

These stories are not included in the outline, because I do not yet know how they

may fit.
Many of the characters were named for the purpose of outlining the plot and some do not
even have full names.

As the characters are developed more fully their names may change.
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Resources
Institutions and Collections
Aullwood Audubon Center, Dayton, OH
Lloyd Botanical Library, Cincinnati, OH
Middletown Historical Society Canal Museum, Middletown, OH
Preble County Historical Society site, Eaton, OH
Ohioanna Library, Columbus, OH

Sunwatch Village, a project of Dayton Natural History Museum, Dayton, OH

Warren County Historical Society Museum and Library, Lebanon, OH

Text Resources
Amato, Joseph A. Rethinking Home: a Case for Writing Local H istory. Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Press. 2002.

Barbour, Michael and W. D. Billings eds. North American Terrestrial Vegetation. United
Kingdom: Cambridge University Press. 2000.
“Buckeye Egg under New Management” Middletown Journal 6 November 2002, sec A 2.
Bull, John and Farand, John Jr. The Audubon Society Field Guide to North American Birds.
NewYork: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 1970.
Burke, Thomas Aquinas. Ohio Lands: A Short History. Auditor of the State of Ohio. 9 ed. 1997.
Also available at www.auditor.state.oh.us under publications

“Warren Growth Showdown Is Tonight” Cincinnati Enquirer. 9 January C1.
Cochran, Rod. Ohio's Wildlife Resources. Columbus: Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Division of Wildlife. 1960.
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Crout, George C. Middletown Ohio - All American City. Middletown, Ohio: Martin Printing
Company. 1960.
Crout, George C. The Economic Development of Middletown Ohio 1796-1865. www.middleamerica.org/crout/Economic/ch
04. htm.
Eckert, Alan W. Time of Terror. Dayton, Ohio: Landfall Press. 1965.
Eisenberg, Evan. The Ecology of Eden. New York: Alfred A Knopf Inc. 1998.

Gale Research Company. Climates of the States vol. 2. 2™ ed. 1980.
Harker, Donald, and Libby, Harker, Evans, and Evans. Landscape Restoration Handbook. 2™ ed.
Lewis Publishers, USDA.

1999.

Jackson, Marion T. ed. The Natural Heritage of Indiana. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana
University Press. 2000.
Lafferty, Michael B. ed. Ohio’s Natural Heritage. Ohio Academy of Science. Columbus, OH. 1979.

Lerch, Norbert K, W. Hale, and D. LeMaster. Soil Survey of Butler County Ohio. USDA Soil
Conservation Service with the Ohio Dept. of Natural Resources. 1980.
McKinney, Michael L. and Schoch, Robert M. Environmental Science: Systems and Solutions.
Sudbury, MA: Jones and Bartlett Publishers. 1998.
Ohio Ecological Food & Farm Association (OEFFA) News. Farmland Preservation and Rural
Zoning. Vol 22 no 1 2002.
Ostrander, Steve., ed. The Ohio Nature Almanac. Wilmington, OH: Orange Frazer Press. 2001.
Palmer, E. Lawrence. 1949. Fowler, H.Seymour. Fieldbook of Natural History, 2™ ed.. New
York: Mcgraw-Hill Book Company. 1979.
Platt, Carolyn V. 1998. Creatures of Change: An Album of Ohio Animals. Kent, Ohio: Kent State
University Press.
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Ronald, Virginia and Bruce. The Lands Between the Miamis: a Bicentennial Celebration of the
Dayton area. Dayton, OH: Landfall Press. 1996.
Rutherford, Edward. The Forest. New York: Random House. 2000.
Sanders, Randall E. ed. 4 Guide to Ohio’s Streams. Columbus, OH: Streams Committee,
Ohio Chapter American Fisheries Society. 2001.
Wilson, Edward O. The Diversity of Life. New York:. W.W. Norton & Company, Inc. 1992.

Useful Websites

www.dnr.state.oh.us/endangered.htm accessed April 3, 2002.
http://esa.sdsc.edu/biodiv2.htm accessed March 29, 2002.
http://water.usgs.gov/gwa/index.html

Groundwater Atlas of the United States. 1986. October 16,

2001
http://exa.sdsc.edu/daily. htm Daily, Alexander, Ehrlich et.al. Ecosystem services: Benefits
supplied to human societies by natural ecosystems. Washington D.C. Ecological Society
of America. accessed 6/4/02
www. dnr.state.oh.us/dnap/sr/lmiami.
html. Ohio’s scenic rivers. accessed 6/20/02

www.dnr.state.oh.us/dw.html. River otter off endangered list. accessed 6/27/02
www.tnc.org/wherewework
html. Prairie restoration sites. accessed 6/26/02

WWW,

OI

otters.html

www. farmland. org/farmingontheedge/major_allstates.htm 1/8/03
WWW. census. gov/population/estimates/state/st-99-1.txt 1/3/03

www.odod.state.oh.us/osr/people.htm 1-3-03
www.quickfacts.census. gov/qfd/states/39000.html 1/3/03
Lines, Allan. 1999. www.agriculture.purdue.edu/aganswers/1999. html

Staley, Samuel. 2000. www.buckeyeinstitute.org/perspect/2000.htm
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